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Of the many theorems contained in Sturm's famous memoir in the first vol-

ume of Liouville's Journal (1836), p. 106, two, which I have called the

Theorems of Comparison, may he regarded as most fundamental. I have re-

cently shownf how the methods which Sturm used for establishing these

theorems can he thrown into rigorous form.

In the present paper I propose to prove these theorems by a simpler^ and

more direct method. This method was suggested to me by a passage, to which

Professor H. Burkhardt kindly called my attention, in one of d'Alembert's

papers on the vibration of strings. § D'Alembert's fundamental idea, and

indeed all that I here preserve of his method, consists in replacing the linear

differential equations by Kiccati's equations. ||

§1-

We begin then by considering two of Kiccati's equations :

(i?0 ~=A1(x)+C1(x)co\

where  Alt  A2,   Ox,   C2  are,  throughout  the  interval   a = x = b,  continuous

functions *[[ of x satisfying the inequalities :

A¿x)^A¿x),        C.lx)^C¿x).

* Presented to the Society June 29, 1900.    Received for publication July 8, 1900.

fBulletin of the American Mathematical Society, April, 1898, p. 295, and De-

cember, 1899, p. 100.

X Simpler, at least, if we wish to establish the theorems in all their generality.

I Memoirs of the Berlin Academy, vol. 70 (1763), p. 242.

|| Sturm also in the paper quoted (p. 159) uses Kiccati's equations, but only incidentally, and

for quite a different purpose.

U All the quantities used in this paper are real.
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We assume that (-ffij and (i?2) .have solutions, o^x) and <o2(x) respectively,

which are continuous throughout the interval a = x = b .

Lemma I. If A2(c) > Ax{c) and «2(c) = «^(c) (a = c < b), then a positive e

exists such that

a>2{x) > (ojx) (c < x < e + e) .

For by comparing (i?j) and (7?2) we see that :

tÖ2(C)>iÖi(C)-*

Accordingly if f(x) = a>2(x) — «¡(a:), we have f(c) = 0, f'(c) > 0 , from which

it follows that, for values of x a little greater than c, fix) > 0.

Theorem I.    If a>2(a) =S coja), then a>2(x) = oijx) (a < x = 6).

This theorem we prove first on the supposition that Ax and A2 are not equal

at any point of the interval a = x < b.

First we notice that the theorem is surely true in a small neighborhood of the

point a (a < x < a + e). This we see at once when coja) > co^a) from the

continuity of a>1 and a>2, and when w2(a) = ofja) from lemma I.

Let us now consider the interval a < x < c where c has the largest value

(c = 6) such that our theorem holds throughout this whole interval. If c < b

it is obvious that cojc) = co^c), and, therefore, by lemma I ayjx) > «^(a:)

(c < x < c -f- e). This is contrary to hypothesis, as it shows that c might

have had a larger value. Therefore c = b and our theorem, in the special case

we are considering, is proved.

In order to establish the theorem in the general case we first prove

Lemma II.    If <»2(c) = ^(c) (a = c < b), then a positive e exists such that :

0)2(X) = (Ùl(X) (c<Z<C + f).

To prove this we consider the new Riccati's equation :

(Ä2) ^=A2(x) + \+C2(x)a>\

where X, which we shall regard as a parameter, is independent of x. Let

m2(x, A.) be the solution of this equation which has at the point x = c the same

value which o>2(x) has there. If now we restrict X. to the interval 0 S= X Ë= k

(where h is any positive constant), there exists a positive e independent of X such

that a>2(x, X) is a continuous function of (x, X) when c = x<c + e.f In

particular we have for every value of x in this interval :

lim w2(x , X) = a>2(x) .
k=0

* We use accents here and in what follows to denote differentiation.

t This follows at once from the analysis on p. 303 of Pioakd's Traité d'Analyse, vol. 2.
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Let us now compare <»2(x, X) (X > 0) with cojjc) by means of that part of

theorem I which we have already proved.    This gives

mjx, \)>m1(x) (c<*<c + e).

By taking the limit for X = 0 the truth of our lemma follows at once.

We can now use lemma II to prove theorem I in the general case as we used

lemma I to prove it in the special case.    As the reasoning is precisely the same,

we will not repeat it.

The following modification of theorem I will be of use to us :

Theorem I'.    If aß) = a2(b) then «¡^(as)^ &>2(x) (a = x < b).

This theorem may most readily be deduced from theorem I by using the

transformation x = a + b — x which has the effect of interchanging the points

a and b and of changing the sign of a'.

We will now make theorem I a little more precise as follows :

Theorem II.    If &>2(a) = «^(a) then œ2(x) > co^x) (a < x = b) provided that

when a>2(a) = û>x(œ) one excludes the two cases :

1) throughout a certain neighborhood of a A2 = Ax,   C2 = (7t.

2) in every neighborhood of a a point p exists such that throughout a cer-

tain neighborhood of p 0)2 = 0^ = 0.*

We have here merely to prove that if &>2 = a>l at any point of the interval

« < x < b, one or the other of the cases here excluded must occur. Let c be a

point at which a>2= ml.    Then theorem I' tells us that

^("O - «iH (aO<c),
while by theorem I :

<°2(x)-a>i(x) (a<x<c).

Accordingly :
toáx) = <0i(x) (« <*<«);

and since col and a>2 are continuous

Therefore :
co'2(x) = a>[(x) (a^*<c).

By subtracting (i?j) from (i?2) we now get :

(A) 0 = A2(x) - Ax{x) + (<7,(») - Cy{x))<o\ (a^x<c).

Since A2 — Al,  C2 — Cl, and wj can none of them be negative

A2(x) = Ax(x) {a^x<c).

* This second case can obviously occur only when Ax = A.2 = 0 throughout the neighborhood

of p.
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Moreover either throughout a certain neighborhood of a C2 = Cl (in which

case we have exception 1) or there are points in every neighborhood of a at

which C2 > Ol. Throughout a certain neighborhood of any one of these

points we must (on account of the continuity of Cx and C2) also have C2 > Cx,

and therefore on account of the equality (A) a>1 = a>2 = 0 and we have the ex-

ceptional case 2.

§2-

Instead of assuming, as we did in the last section, that ca1 and &>2 are contin-

uous throughout the interval a = x = b, we will now merely assume that they are

continuous throughout the interval a < x = b , and that they are either contin-

uous at the point a or become positively or negatively infinite there.

Theorem III. If a>2{d) = + œ, then a>2(x) > ^(x) (« < x = b), provided

that', if co^a) = +co, we exclude the case in which throughout a certain

neighborhood of a A2= Ax,   C2 = Cx.

If we can prove this theorem for the immediate neighborhood of a, its truth

for the whole interval a < x = b will follow at once by an application of theorem

II to the remainder of this interval. Moreover except in the case ^(a) = + œ

the theorem follows for the neighborhood of a from the mere continuity of &),

and <a2.

It remains therefore only to prove the theorem for the neighborhood of a

when (o^a) = + œ. For this purpose we take the neighborhood of a so short

that neither a>l nor a>2 vanishes in it, and we introduce into the equations (Ä,)

and (_ß,) the new dependent variables :

1 _ I
Cd  =-, O)   — — — ,

°>1 œ2

getting as the equations satisfied by <¿l and a>2 :

^=C1(x) + A1(x)-rf,

¿- C2(x) + A2(x)-œ-.

These equations having the same form as (H^ and (i?2), and ml, a>2 be-

ing solutions of them which are continuous in the neighborhood of a , we can at

once apply theorem II to them. Since toi and <¿2 do not vanish in the neighbor-

hood of a, exception 2 cannot occur. We see thus that, except when through-

out a certain neighborhood of a Ax = A2 and GY = C2,

œ2(x)>œl(x) (a <x <a + £).

Therefore, since <ol and a>2 are both positive :

Cùjx) > Cù^x) (a<a;<a + E).
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Finally, if we drop the requirement that a>l and a>2 be continuous at b ,

theorems II and III will obviously still hold throughout the interval a < x < b .

We add also the following theorem :

Theorem IV. If a>1 and a>2 are continuous at a and «2(«) = ^(a) j or if

(ù2{a) = + co while o>1 is either continuous at a or becomes positively or nega-

tively infinite there, then, provided we exclude the exceptional cases of theorems

II and III, we cannot have (02(b) = — œ.

For we should also have ^(6) = — œ on account of the inequality

(o2(x) > (O^x) (a<x<h).

Jî then we let as above :

1 _ 1
m, =-, a>   =-,

<o1 »2

in the neighborhood of b these functions are continuous and vanish only at b.

Since in the neighborhood of b they satisfy the inequality <o2 > mï , they should

also by theorem II satisfy this inequality at b ; whereas they are equal there.

We are thus led to a contradiction and our theorem is proved.

§3-

We now turn to the two linear equations :

(A) dx + ^{x)y=0,

d{K^Jx)

(A) dx    +G^y=°-

Here we assume that Kr, K2, Gx, G2 are throughout the interval a=x = b

continuous functions of x which satisfy the inequalities :

K2(x) ÎÈ Kx{x) > 0 ,        G2(x) ̂  G¿x).

Moreover we assume that KY and K2 have continuous first derivatives through-

out this interval.

Let yx{x) and y2(x) be solutions of (.Z^) and (X2) respectively. These func-

tions are, of course, continuous together with their first derivatives throughout

the interval a = x = b .    We shall further assume that if y2(a) =}= 0 then :

yi(a) + 0   and  JT/aÄ a ^{af^- •

Here again there are two special cases which must be excluded :
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!)If 2/2(a)=yi(«)=° >or if 2/2(os)+°and ^2(a)y'Áa)¡y2(a)=JfÁaVÁa)/yi(a) >

we exclude the case in which throughout a certain neighborhood of a IT. = K0

and Gl = G2.

2) If y2(a) = y[(a) = 0 , we exclude the case in which in every neighborhood

of a a point p exists such that throughout a certain neighborhood of p ?/¡=?^=0 .

This exception includes the case in which yx and y2 vanish at all points of the

interval a=x = b . Apart from this trivial case we note that the case we here

exclude can occur only when Gx and G.2 both vanish throughout the neighbor-

hoods of the points p in question.*

These restrictions having been made we let :

»!=-«—, ft), = K2 — .

The functions co¡ and a>2 then satisfy the equations (i?x) and (-ffi2) respectively if

A1 = -Gn    A2=-G2,    ^ = -1//^,    G2=-l/K2.

We therefore get at once from theorems II and III :

Theorem V.    If neither yL nor y2 vanishes in the interval a < x < b then :

K^>k^ (a<x<b).

From theorem IV we get :

Theorem VI. If yt does not vanish in the interval a < x < b and if

y2(b) = 0 , then yx has at least one root in the interval a < x < b .

§4.

The two theorems of the last section are nothing but special cases of Sturm's

theorems of comparison, and from them the general theorems will now be de-

duced.

Sturm's First Theorem of Comparison. If ' y2 has n roots in the interval

a < x = b , then yx has at least n roots there, and the hth root of yx measured

from a is less than the hth root of y2.

Let Xj, x2, • • ■, xn be the roots of y% (a < xt < xt < • • • < xn = 6) . The

truth of the theorem follows at once when we notice that by theorem VI in the

interval a < x < xx and also in each of the intervals

X{ = X<Xi+l (i = l, 2,  ••■,  n — 1)

there lies at least one root of yx.

* This second exception is not ordinarily mentioned.   If Gx and G.2 are to be analytic through-

out the interval a<^x<^b , this case can arise only if G^ and G2 vanish identically, in which case

y = k is a solution of both equations, no matter what values Kx and K2 have.

Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 38
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Sturm's Second Theorem of Comparison. If eis a point of the interval

a < x < b where neither yx nor y2 is zero, and if in the interval a < x < c, yx

and y2 have the same number n of roots, then :

If n = 0 this reduces to theorem V. If n > 0 let xn be the ?ith root of y2

measured from a . Then since, by Sturm's first theorem of comparison, yx has at

least n roots in the interval a < x < xn , and by hypothesis it has just n roots

in the interval a < x < c, yt can have no root in the interval xtt = x = c . We

may therefore apply theorem V to the interval x < x < c + e and Sturm's

theorem follows at once.

Harvaed Univebsity,

Cambridge, Mass.


